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ABSTRACT
We have calculated the two-point correlation functions in redshift space, ξ (σ , π ), for galaxies
of different spectral types in the 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey. Using these correlation functions,
we are able to estimate values of the linear redshift-space distortion parameter, β ≡ �0.6

m /b, the
pairwise velocity dispersion, a, and the real-space correlation function, ξ (r), for galaxies with
both relatively low star formation rates (for which the present rate of star formation is less than
10 per cent of its past averaged value) and galaxies with higher current star formation activity.
At small separations, the real-space clustering of passive galaxies is very much stronger than
that of the more actively star-forming galaxies; the correlation-function slopes are, respectively,
1.93 and 1.50, and the relative bias between the two classes is a declining function of scale.
On scales larger than 10 h−1 Mpc, there is evidence that the relative bias tends to a constant,
bpassive/bactive � 1. This result is consistent with the similar degrees of redshift-space distortions
seen in the correlation functions of the two classes – the contours of ξ (σ , π ) require βactive =
0.49 ± 0.13 and βpassive = 0.48 ± 0.14. The pairwise velocity dispersion is highly correlated
with β. Despite this, a significant difference is seen between the two classes. Over the range 8–
20 h−1 Mpc, the pairwise velocity dispersion has mean values of 416 ± 76 and 612 ± 92 km s−1

for the active and passive galaxy samples, respectively. This is consistent with the expectation
from morphological segregation, in which passively evolving galaxies preferentially inhabit
the cores of high-mass virialized regions.

Key words: surveys – galaxies: distances and redshifts – galaxies: statistics – cosmological
parameters – large-scale structure of Universe.
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1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

It is now well established that the clustering of galaxies at low
redshift depends on a variety of factors. Two of the most prominent
of these, which have been discussed extensively in the literature,
are luminosity (see, e.g., Norberg et al. 2001 and references therein)
and galaxy type (e.g. Davis & Geller 1976; Dressler 1980; Lahav,
Nemiroff & Piran 1990; Loveday et al. 1995; Hermit et al. 1996;
Loveday, Tresse & Maddox 1999; Norberg et al. 2002a). It is the
latter of these that we wish to address in this paper, by making use of
the 221 000 galaxies observed in the completed 2dF Galaxy Redshift
Survey (2dFGRS, Colless et al. 2001).

Previous analyses of the clustering of galaxies as a function of
morphological type have revealed that early-type galaxies are gener-
ally more strongly clustered than their late-type counterparts; their
correlation function amplitudes being up to several times greater
(e.g. Hermit et al. 1996). These results are also found to hold true
if one separates galaxies by colour (Willmer, da Costa & Pellegrini
1998; Zehavi et al. 2001) or spectral type (e.g. Loveday et al. 1999),
both of which are intimately related to the galaxy morphology (see,
e.g., Kennicutt 1992).

The existence of this distinction in the clustering behaviour of
different types of galaxies is to be expected if one considers galax-
ies to be biased tracers of the underlying mass distribution, since
the amount of biasing should be related to the mass and forma-
tion history of a galaxy. However, the fact that the most recent
analyses of the total galaxy population have revealed that galaxies
are not on average strongly biased tracers of mass on large scales
(Lahav et al. 2002; Verde et al. 2002) makes this behaviour even
more interesting, and puts some degree of perspective on these
results.

In this paper, we attempt to make the most accurate measure-
ments of this distinctive clustering behaviour, by calculating the
two-dimensional correlation function, ξ (σ , π ), for the most quies-
cent and star-forming galaxies in our sample separately, where σ is
the galaxy separation perpendicular to the line of sight and π parallel
to the line of sight. This simple statistic allows us to easily visual-
ize and quantify the variation in clustering properties on a variety
of scales, picking out, for example, the distinctive ‘Finger-of-God’
effect due to peculiar velocity dispersions in virialized regions, and
the large-scale flattening due to coherent inflows of galaxies towards
overdense regions.

By contrasting these observed effects we can gain significant
insights into the properties of the galaxy population, particularly
when these results are set against simple analytic models. For ex-
ample, we can use the large-scale inflows to constrain the quan-
tity β ≡ �0.6/b, and the small-scale ‘Finger-of-God’ distortions
to constrain the distribution of galaxy peculiar velocities f (v) si-
multaneously. Such an analysis has already been performed us-
ing an earlier subset of the 2dFGRS by Peacock et al. (2001), and
an updated version of that analysis is presented in Hawkins et al.
(2003). This paper extends their analyses by incorporating the spec-
tral classification of 2dFGRS galaxies presented in Madgwick et al.
(2002a).

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we briefly
describe the 2dFGRS data set and the spectral classification we
are adopting. In Section 3 we then outline the methods we use for
estimating the correlation function and the models we use when
making fits to this function. The results of our parameter fits are
presented in Section 4 and are compared with previous results in
Section 5. In Section 6 we conclude this paper with a discussion of
our results.

2 T H E 2 D F G R S DATA

The data set used in this analysis consists of a subset of that presented
in Hawkins et al. (2003) – including only those galaxies with spectral
types (Section 2.1), which lie in the redshift interval 0.01 < z < 0.15.
Again we restrict ourselves to only considering the most complete
sectors of the survey, for which >70 per cent of the galaxies have
successfully received redshifts. This leaves us with 96 791 galaxies
for use in the analysis presented here. Further details of the data set
are presented in Hawkins et al. (2003).

2.1 Spectral types

We adopt here the spectral classification developed for the 2dFGRS
in Madgwick et al. (2002a). This classification, η, is derived from a
principal-component analysis (PCA) of the galaxy spectra, and pro-
vides a continuous parametrization of the spectral type of a galaxy
based upon the strength of nebular emission present in its rest-frame
optical spectrum. It is found that η correlates relatively well with
galaxy B-band morphology (Madgwick 2002). However, the most
natural interpretation of η is in terms of the relative amount of star
formation occurring in each galaxy, parametrized in terms of the
Scalo birth rate parameter

bScalo = SFRpresent

〈SFR〉past
(1)

(Scalo 1986), as demonstrated in Madgwick et al. (2002b).
Although η is a continuous variable we find it convenient to divide

our sample of galaxies at η = −1.4. It is found that this cut of η =
−1.4 corresponds to approximately bScalo = 0.1 (i.e. the current rate
of star formation is 10 per cent of its past averaged value).

The cut in η we have adopted is the same as that used to distinguish
the so-called ‘Type 1’ galaxies used in our calculation of the galaxy
bJ luminosity functions (Madgwick et al. 2002a). In that paper two
more cuts were made at η = 1.1 and 3.5, which we have not adopted
in this analysis. It is found that using only two spectral types instead
of four greatly increases the accuracy of our analysis, while the
clustering properties of the most actively star-forming galaxies are
found to be very similar (Section 3.2). The clustering with spectral
type in the 2dFGRS has previously been considered by Norberg
et al. (2002a); however, the present paper extends this analysis by
considering the full magnitude-limited survey.

In the analysis that follows the two samples constructed by di-
viding at η = −1.4 will be referred to as the relatively passive and
active star-forming galaxy samples. These two samples consist of a
total of 36 318 and 60 473 galaxies, respectively.

3 T H E T WO - P O I N T C O R R E L AT I O N
F U N C T I O N

The correlation function, ξ , is measured by comparing the actual
galaxy distribution with a catalogue of randomly distributed galax-
ies. These randomly distributed galaxies are subject to the same
redshift and mask constraints as the real data. ξ (σ , π ) is estimated
by counting the pairs of galaxies in bins of separation along the
line of sight, π , and across the line of sight, σ , using the following
estimator:

ξ (σ, π ) = 〈DD〉 − 2〈DR〉 − 〈R R〉
〈R R〉 , (2)

from Landy & Szalay (1993). In this equation 〈 DD〉 is the weighted
number of galaxy–galaxy pairs with particular (σ , π ) separation,
〈RR〉 is the number of random–random pairs and 〈DR〉 is the number
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Figure 1. The ξ (σ , π ) grids for our different spectral types: (a) passive, (b) active and (c) full samples. The contour levels are at ξ = 4.0, 2.0, 1.0, 0.5, 0.2
and 0.1.

of data–random pairs. The normalization adopted is that the sum
of weights for the real galaxy catalogue should match that of the
random catalogue as a function of scale. As in Hawkins et al. (2003)
we adopt the J 3 weighting scheme to minimize the variance in
the estimated correlation function (Peebles 1980). We have also
estimated the correlation functions using the estimator of Hamilton
(1993), however, because these give an essentially identical estimate
for ξ (well within the statistical uncertainties) we only present the
results from the Landy & Szalay estimator in this paper.

The random catalogue is constructed by generating random posi-
tions on the sky and modulating the surface density of these points
by the completeness variations of the 2dFGRS. Note that, in con-
trast to Hawkins et al. (2003), this completeness now also includes
that introduced by the spectral classification for galaxies with z <

0.15 (Norberg 2001). The redshift distribution is then drawn from
the selection function of each type as calculated from the 2dFGRS
luminosity functions, which allow us to naturally incorporate the
varying magnitude limit of the survey. These luminosity functions
have been calculated as in Madgwick et al. (2002a) for the data used
in this analysis in both the North (NGP) and South Galactic Pole
(SGP) regions separately for each spectral type.

As a result of the design of the 2dF instrument, fibres cannot be
placed closer than approximately 30 arcsec (Lewis et al. 2002). In
Hawkins et al. (2003) the effects of these so-called ‘fibre collisions’
were taken into account in the estimation of the correlation functions
by comparing the angular correlation functions of the parent and
redshift catalogues. It was found that the effect was significant for
separations <0.2 h−1 Mpc. This cannot be done for the present
analysis because of the spectral type selection and so we ignore all
separations <0.2 h−1 Mpc in the fitting process.

The resulting estimates of ξ (σ , π ) are presented in Fig. 1 and
clear differences are immediately visible. The rest of this paper is
spent quantifying these differences.

3.1 Decorrelating error bars

Many of the subsequent sections of this paper will involve attempt-
ing to fit a parametric form to ξ (σ , π ) or ξ (r). Because the individual
points we estimate for each of these quantities and their associated
error bars are not independent (a single galaxy can contribute to
correlations over all scales), a simple χ 2 fit between the observed
and model correlation functions may not yield the most accurate

parameter fit. For this reason we must carefully account for these
correlations in each of our subsequent fits.

When fitting the model correlation function to the observed ξ , we
are interested in minimizing the residual between the two. For this
reason we make a simple change of variables to define

�(si ) = [ξ (si ) − 〈ξ (si )〉]
σξ (si )

, (3)

where here ξ (s) is a given realization of the correlation function
we are estimating, 〈ξ (si)〉 is the mean value of our ensemble of
correlation functions at separation si, and σ ξ (si) is the standard
deviation of the estimates of the correlation function at this same
separation, as deduced from the bootstrap analysis described below.
We then construct the covariance matrix

Ci j = 〈�(si )�(s j )〉 (4)

in terms of these variables.
The best-fitting model correlation function ξmodel (s) can be found

through minimizing the residual between it and the observed cor-
relation function ξ obs(s) in terms of the χ 2 difference between the
two. The residual between the models and observations is defined
by

�(res)(si ) =
[
ξ obs(si ) − ξmodel(si )

]
σξ (si )

, (5)

in which case the χ 2 can be found from

χ 2 = (
∆(res)

)T
C−1∆(res), (6)

where ∆(res) is the vector of elements given in equation (5). The
above equations can then easily be generalized for the gridded ξ (σ ,
π ). Because the points in the ξ (σ , π ) grid are highly correlated
there are, in fact, very few independent components in the observed
correlation function. For this reason it is also possible to extend
this analysis as demonstrated by Porciani & Giavalisco (2002) by
instead first performing a principal-component analysis using our
estimated covariance matrix, however, we have not found this step
to be necessary for this analysis.

One would require a set of independent realizations in order to
determine unbiased estimates of σ ξ and the data covariance ma-
trix C. However, this is of course not possible since we have at
our disposal only one realization of the Universe. In most cases a
good determination of this covariance can none the less be deter-
mined from mock galaxy simulations (e.g. Cole et al. 1998). These
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simulations are very useful in that they represent the total expected
cosmic variance.

The complication we encounter as opposed to other analyses (e.g.
Hawkins et al. 2003) is that the simulations available to us cannot
adequately account for the variation in galaxy clustering for different
types of galaxies. For this reason these simulations can only provide
us with rough estimates as to the magnitude of the cosmic variance
– which we must somehow scale to correspond to our results.

Another method for determining the expected covariance of
our data is to use a bootstrap resampling of the data set (Ling,
Barrow & Frenk 1986). The most important assumption in a boot-
strap estimation of the covariance matrix is that each of the data
points sampled must be independent. This is not true of the galaxy
distribution itself, but if we divide our survey area into a selection of
contiguous regions and resample these in our bootstrap calculations
this assumption will hold (so long as each of the sectors of sky is
large enough to be representative). For this reason, in our subse-
quent analysis, we divide the SGP region of the 2dFGRS survey
into eight sectors and the NGP into six. The selection of the regions
has been made to ensure a statistically significant and roughly equal
number of galaxies in each sector. These regions are then selected
at random, with replacement, as in the standard bootstrap analysis.
We make use of 20 bootstrap realizations in the analyses that fol-
low, and use these to estimate the covariance matrix for each of our
fits. The limitation of the bootstrap approach is that the samples are
drawn from the observed volume of space, and may not represent
the entire cosmic scatter. However, we find that error bars on pa-
rameters derived from the mocks using the procedure of Hawkins
et al. (2003) are in reasonable agreement with those derived from
our bootstrap approach (see Table 2).

3.2 The real-space correlation function

Because the various redshift distortions to the correlation function
only affect its measurement along the line of sight, it is possible
to make an estimate of the real-space correlation function ξ (r) by
first projecting the two-dimensional correlation function, ξ (σ , π ),
on to the π = 0 axis. This projected correlation function, �(σ ), is
given by

�(σ ) = 2

∫ ∞

0

ξ (σ, π ) dπ. (7)

In practice the upper limit of the integration is taken to be a large
finite separation for which the integral is found to converge. We
find that limiting the integration to π = 70 h−1 Mpc suffices for the
analysis presented here, providing us with stable projections out to
σ = 30 h−1 Mpc.

The projected correlation function can then be written as an in-
tegral over the real-space correlation function (Davis & Peebles
1983),

�(σ )

σ
= 2

σ

∫ ∞

σ

rξ (r ) dr

(r 2 − σ 2)1/2
. (8)

If we assume a power-law form; ξ (r ) = (r/r 0)−γ , we can solve this
equation for the unknown parameters

�(σ )

σ
=

(
r0

σ

)γ
�
(

1
2

)
�
(

γ−1
2

)
�(γ /2)

. (9)

The projected correlation functions, �(σ )/σ , are shown in Fig. 2,
together with error bars derived from the bootstrap realizations. It
can be seen that for both sets of galaxies the power-law assumption
we have made is justified on small scales, and is quite consistent with

Figure 2. The projected correlation function, �(σ )/σ , is shown for both
relatively passive and active galaxies in the 2dFGRS. It can be seen that the
correlation function of both sets of galaxies has an approximate power-law
form for a large range of separations, and this is illustrated with the best-
fitting power law determined from this data (solid line). The dashed lines
are extrapolations of these fits to larger and smaller scales.

the observations on large scales. The results from fitting a power-law
form for ξ (r) are given in Table 1 (method P), together with those
derived for the combined sample of all spectrally typed galaxies.
Upon comparing with Hawkins et al. (2003), we find that our es-
timate of the combined correlation function is essentially identical
– from which we can conclude that restricting our analysis to only
those galaxies with spectral types has not biased our results in any
noticeable way.

In order to independently verify our assumption of a power law
ξ (r), we have also calculated the real-space correlation function,
using the non-parametric method of Saunders, Rowan-Robinson
& Lawrence (1992) (Fig. 3). It can be seen that this method also
estimates a power-law form for ξ (r) out to scales of ∼20 h−1 Mpc
and the best-fitting parameters are shown in Table 1 (method I). We
note, however, that a clear shoulder appears to be present in both the
correlation functions for separations r ∼ 8 h−1 Mpc. It has recently

Table 1. The derived parameters of the projected real-space correlation
function. The fits have been determined using the range of separations
0.2 < r < 20 h−1 Mpc. The ‘Method’ column refers to the projected (P)
or inverted (I) values of the parameters. Also shown are the values of σ NL

8
derived from these correlation functions. Note that the lower limit of the
fits (0.2 h−1 Mpc) was imposed to avoid biases from fibre collisions (see
Hawkins et al. 2003).

Galaxy type Method r0(h−1 Mpc) γ σNL
8

All P 4.69 ± 0.22 1.73 ± 0.03 0.83 ± 0.06
Passive P 6.10 ± 0.34 1.95 ± 0.03 1.12 ± 0.10
Active P 3.67 ± 0.30 1.60 ± 0.04 0.68 ± 0.10
All I 5.01 ± 0.23 1.64 ± 0.03 0.88 ± 0.05
Passive I 5.97 ± 0.29 1.93 ± 0.03 1.09 ± 0.08
Active I 4.12 ± 0.32 1.50 ± 0.04 0.75 ± 0.09

C© 2003 RAS, MNRAS 344, 847–856
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Figure 3. The non-parametric estimates of the real-space correlation func-
tions are shown for both our spectral types, using the method of Saunders
et al. (1992). It can be seen that our assumption of a power-law form for
ξ (r) is justified out to scales of up to 20 h−1 Mpc. The solid lines are the
best-fitting power-law fits shown in Table 1, whereas the dashed lines are
extrapolations of these fits.

been suggested that this may reflect the transition scale between a
regime dominated by galaxy pairs in the same halo and a regime
dominated by pairs in separate haloes (e.g. Magliochetti & Porciani
2003; Zehavi et al. 2003).

To increase the accuracy of our results we have split the galaxy
sample into only two subsamples. To justify this choice we have
repeated our analysis on two further subsamples of the active sam-
ple. We found that the ξ (r) estimates were essentially identical (and
consistent within the estimated uncertainties), and so the cluster-
ing statistics are relatively insensitive to the exact amount of star
formation occurring in active star-forming galaxies.

3.3 Relative bias

The term bias is used to describe the fact that it is possible for
the distribution of galaxies to not trace the underlying mass density
distribution precisely. The existence of such an effect would be a nat-
ural consequence if galaxy formation were enhanced, for example,
in dense environments. The simplest model commonly assumed (al-
though somewhat ad hoc) to quantify the degree of biasing present,
is that of the linear bias parameter, b,(

δρ

ρ

)
galaxies

= b

(
δρ

ρ

)
mass

, (10)

where ρ is a measure of the density, of either the mass or the galaxies.
A more specific model, based on the statistics of peaks (Kaiser 1984;
Bardeen et al. 1986), is that the degree of clustering we observe in
our galaxy sample, quantified in terms of the correlation function,
ξ (r), is related to the mass correlation function in terms of

ξ (r )galaxies = b2ξ (r )mass, (11)

Figure 4. The relative bias between the most passive and actively star-
forming galaxies is shown, in terms of (the square-root of) the ratio of the
real-space correlation functions of these two samples.

where b is a constant that does not vary with scale, but more generally
may depend on r.

It is possible to estimate the magnitude of the biasing present in
a sample of galaxies through the use of ‘redshift-space distortions’,
and this issue will be addressed later in this paper. However, before
proceeding, it is already possible for us to determine the degree of
relative biasing between our galaxy types at different scales, since

b2
passive(r )

b2
active(r )

≡ ξpassive(r )

ξactive(r )
. (12)

This relative bias between our two samples is shown in Fig. 4, where
we have taken the ratio between the two estimates of the real-space
correlation function, derived in the previous section. It can be seen
that on small scales the clustering of the most passive galaxies in
our sample is significantly larger than that of the more actively
star-forming galaxies. The relative bias then appears to decrease
significantly until on scales greater than about ∼10 h−1 Mpc both
samples display essentially the same degree of clustering (within
the stated uncertainties).

Another frequently used method of quantifying the degree of
biasing present in a galaxy sample is through the parameter σ NL

8

– the dimensionless standard deviation of (in this case) counts of
galaxies in spheres of 8 h−1 Mpc radius. This quantity was deemed
particularly useful because of the recognition (Peebles 1980) that
for optically selected galaxies σ NL

8 ∼ 1, making the interpretation
of b particularly simple, since

b = σ NL
8 (galaxies)

σ NL
8 (mass)

. (13)

Note that we write explicitly σ NL
8 to emphasize that this is a quantity

defined on the non-linear density field. It is an unfortunate standard
convention that, in the context of cold dark matter models, σ 8 is
used to denote an amplitude calculated according to linear theory.
This is not the quantity considered here.
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With b defined in this way, the relative bias between our two
spectral types is

bpassive

bactive
= σ NL

8 (passive)

σ NL
8 (active)

. (14)

The quantity σ NL
8 can be derived directly from our measured correla-

tion functions in quite a straightforward manner, since the expected
variance of the galaxy counts in a randomly placed sphere is

〈(N − N̄ )2〉R = N̄ +
(

N̄

V

)2 ∫
R

dV1 dV2ξ (r ). (15)

The first term is the shot-noise contribution and depends on how
sparsely we have sampled the galaxy distribution. If we assume
a power-law form for the real-space correlation function we can
estimate the fluctuation amplitude with the shot noise removed as

(
σ NL

8

)2 ≡ J2(γ )

(
r0

8

)γ

, (16)

where

J2(γ ) = 72

[(3 − γ )(4 − γ )(6 − γ )2γ ]
(17)

(Peebles 1980).
Our derived values of σ NL

8 , for each of the galaxy samples con-
sidered in the previous section, are given in Table 1. It can be seen
from this table that the relative bias of passive with respect to active
galaxies (integrated over scales up to 8 h−1 Mpc) is bpassive/bactive =
1.09/0.75 = 1.45 ± 0.14.

3.4 Modelling ξ(σ, π)

There is much further information to be derived from the observed
ξ (σ , π ) grids (Fig. 1) for each galaxy type. However, in order to do
so we must first assume some model for the clustering of galaxies
with which to contrast the observations. Here we follow the analysis
presented in Hawkins et al. (2003) with only minor modifications.
Because the most significant limitation to this analysis is inevitably
the assumptions that must be enforced upon our model, we summa-
rize here the most important aspects of this model.

In order to derive a model to fit the observed ξ (σ , π ) grid, we
need three main ingredients. The first is to assume some form for the
real-space correlation function ξ (r). Because we are only going to be
concerned with relatively small-scale separations between galaxies
(�20 h−1 Mpc), we shall assume a power-law form of this function,

ξ (r ) =
(

r

r0

)−γ

. (18)

In converting from real space to redshift space the next step is to
account for the distortions in the correlation function that are caused
by the linear coherent in-fall of galaxies into cluster overdensities
(Kaiser 1987; Hamilton 1992), combined with non-linear velocity
dispersion (e.g. Peacock et al. 2001). The linear-theory in-fall dis-
tortion can be written as (Hamilton 1992)

ξ ′(σ, π ) = ξ0(s)P0(µ) + ξ2(s)P2(µ) + ξ4(s)P4(µ), (19)

where P�(µ) are Legendre polynomials, µ = cos(θ ) and θ is the
angle between r and π . The relations between ξ�, ξ (r ) and β for a
simple power law ξ (r ) = (r/r 0)−γ are

ξ0(s) =
(

1 + 2β

3
+ β2

5

)
ξ (r ), (20)

ξ2(s) =
(

4β

3
+ 4β2

7

)(
γ

γ − 3

)
ξ (r ), (21)

ξ4(s) = 8β2

35

[
γ (2 + γ )

(3 − γ )(5 − γ )

]
ξ (r ). (22)

We use these relations to create a model ξ ′(σ , π ), which we then
convolve with the distribution function of random pairwise motions,
f (v), to give the final model (Peebles 1980):

ξ (σ, π ) =
∫ ∞

−∞
ξ ′(σ, π − v/H0) f (v) dv, (23)

and we choose to represent the random motions by an exponential
form,

f (v) = 1

a
√

2
exp

(
−

√
2|v|
a

)
, (24)

where a is the pairwise peculiar velocity dispersion (often known as
σ 12). An exponential form for the random motions has been found to
fit the observed data better than other functional forms (e.g. Ratcliffe
1998; Landy 2002).

The factor β ≡ �0.6
m /b arises from the growth rate in linear theory,

f ≡ d ln δ

d ln a
≈ �0.6

m , (25)

which is almost independent of the cosmological constant (Lahav
et al. 1991), combined with the scale-independent biasing parame-
ter b. A simple consequence of this model is that the redshift-space
power spectrum will also appear to be amplified compared with
its real-space counterpart.1 It is worth explicitly restating that all
of these derivations are based upon the assumptions of the linear
theory of perturbations and linear bias, and assume the far-field ap-
proximation (although this is not a significant issue for the 2dFGRS,
for which zmedian = 0.1).

It is also interesting to note that there is another cosmological ef-
fect that can result in the flattening of the observed ξ (σ , π ) contours.
It was first noted by Alcock & Paczyński (1979) that the presence
of a significant cosmological constant, �, would result in geomet-
ric distortions of the inferred clustering if an incorrect geometry
was assumed. However, Ballinger, Peacock & Heavens (1996) have
shown that this is likely to be negligible for the low-redshift data set
being considered here, for our assumed model of �m = 1 − �� =
0.3.

To summarize, the parameters of our model are therefore the
real-space correlation function, ξ (r ) = (r/r 0)−γ , β and f (v),
parametrized in terms of the velocity dispersion a. The best-fitting
parameters of this model can now be determined from the model
correlation function that best matches the observed ξ (σ , π ).

4 R E S U LT S

4.1 Validation of assumptions

We have calculated the real-space correlation function, ξ (r), in-
dependently using the non-parametric method of Saunders et al.
(1992), in order to confirm the range over which it is a power law
(see Fig. 3). For both samples of galaxies, ξ (r) is adequately fitted

1 More precisely, the redshift-space distortion factor, β, depends on the auto
power spectra Pmm(k) and Pgg(k) for the mass and the galaxies, and on
the mass–galaxies cross power spectrum Pmg(k) (Dekel & Lahav 1999;
Pen 1998; Tegmaark, Hamilton & Yongzhong 2001). The model presented
here is only valid for a scale-independent bias factor b that obeys Pgg(k) =
bPmg(k) = b2 Pmm(k).
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Figure 5. The full ξ (σ , π ) grids for our different spectral types: passive (left) and active (right). Also plotted (solid lines) are the contour levels of the best-fitting
model derived earlier. The contour levels are ξ = 4.0, 2.0, 1.0, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1. This figure is available in colour in the online version of the journal on Synergy.

by a power law to separations of r < 20 h−1 Mpc. This limit pro-
vides the upper bound to which we can compare the observed ξ (σ ,
π ) with our assumed model. In addition, because we have assumed
the linear theory of perturbations in deriving our model we must
impose a lower limit to the separations that we will use in our fit.
To ensure that we have a sufficiently large fitting range we set this
lower limit to s = 8 h−1 Mpc. In fact, it is quite plausible that the
assumptions of linear theory are no longer valid at this separation.
However, as will be shown, the ability of our model to recover the
observed ξ (σ , π ) at these scales is reassuring.

On large scales it is known that the correlation function must de-
viate from a pure power-law form, and there is some evidence to
support this in Section 3.2, on scales ∼20 h−1 Mpc. A number of
methods to account for this expected curvature in ξ (r) were inves-
tigated in Hawkins et al. (2003). However, the analysis presented
there suggests that so long as we restrict our fitting range to r <

20 h−1 Mpc the curvature has a negligible impact upon our pa-
rameter estimation. For this reason we neglect the possibility of
curvature in the present analysis and restrict ourselves to using the
simple power-law form for ξ (r).

The other major assumption we have made is that the peculiar ve-
locity distribution, f (v), has an exponential form. This can be tested
using the method outlined by Landy, Szalay & Broadhurst (1998).
This method makes a non-parametric estimate of the velocity dis-
tribution, using the Fourier decompositions of the observed ξ (σ , π )

Table 2. The best-fitting model parameters derived from the observed ξ (σ , π ) grid are shown. All fits have
been made over the quasi-linear redshift-space separation range 8 < s < 20 h−1 Mpc. The quoted uncertainties
correspond to the 1σ scatter derived from the bootstrap estimates (see Fig. 6). For comparison, uncertainties in
β have also been estimated from sparsely sampled 2dFGRS mock galaxy catalogues (Cole et al. 1998) limited to
z < 0.15, and correspond to �β = 0.12 for the full sample and �β = 0.16 for a one-in-two random sampling.
This demonstrates that the bootstrap approach has given a fair assessment of the cosmic scatter in these estimates.

Parameter All galaxies Passive galaxies Active galaxies

β 0.46 ± 0.10 0.48 ± 0.14 0.49 ± 0.13
a 537 ± 87 km s−1 612 ± 92 km s−1 416 ± 76 km s−1

r0 5.47 ± 0.32 h−1 Mpc 7.21 ± 0.34 h−1 Mpc 4.24 ± 0.41 h−1 Mpc
γ 1.75 ± 0.08 1.91 ± 0.10 1.60 ± 0.11

grid along the kσ = 0 and kπ = 0 axes. Unfortunately, this method ig-
nores the effects of coherent in-fall, which can substantially change
the resulting estimate of a (see Hawkins et al. 2003). However, it is
found that the recovered f (v) is well fitted by an exponential form
– for both types of galaxies. Hawkins et al. (2003) have shown that
although incorporating the effects of coherent in-fall changes the
estimated velocity dispersion, a, substantially, the method gives a
robust estimate of the form for f (v).

4.2 Parameter fits

All four of our parameters (β, a, r 0 and γ ) are allowed to vary over a
large range of possibilities and a downhill simplex multidimensional
minimization routine is adopted to find their best-fitting values (see,
e.g., Press et al. 1992). Our calculated ξ (σ , π ) contours are shown
in Fig. 5, together with those of the best-fitting model correlation
functions derived in this manner. The peak parameters of this best-
fitting model are detailed in Table. 2 together with their estimated
uncertainties. We find that there is quite a significant degeneracy be-
tween β and a (see Fig. 6). This is also exacerbated by the relatively
noisy nature of ξ (r) at these scales, which makes r 0 and γ difficult
to constrain accurately.

One immediate conclusion is that the velocity dispersions of the
two galaxy populations are very distinct, even taking into account the
substantial statistical uncertainties. This is an interesting result that
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Figure 6. The estimates of β and a for the bootstrap samples are shown for
both the passive (squares) and active (triangles) galaxy samples. It can be
seen that a significant degeneracy exists between β and a, for both samples.
The fits have been made using only the quasi-linear regime of 8–20 h−1

Mpc. The crosses show the fits to the full samples together with the 1σ

uncertainties shown in Table 2.

has significant implications for the proportion of each of these galaxy
types we expect to occupy large, virialized clusters of galaxies.

Another conclusion that we can easily make is to quantify the
relative bias between our two spectral types, as described in Sec-
tion 3.3. However, as demonstrated in that section, the relative bias
between our galaxy types is in fact essentially unity over the range
for which our model assumptions are valid (8–20 h−1 Mpc), a re-
sult confirmed in this analysis. However, a much more important
quantity that can be inferred from these redshift-space distortions,
that could not be determined previously, is the absolute value of the
biasing between the galaxy and mass distributions, b, as described
in Section 3.3. We return to this point in the next section of this
paper.

5 C O M PA R I S O N W I T H P R E V I O U S R E S U LT S

Because previous estimates of β have used slightly different galaxy
samples, it is first necessary to correct for various effects before mak-
ing a proper comparison (see Lahav et al. 2002). There are two main
issues that affect the different estimates of the biasing; the effective
redshift of the survey sample used, zs, and the effective luminosity
of the galaxies in that sample, Ls. These quantities vary between the
samples used, depending on the weighting scheme adopted and the
limiting redshift of the survey.

Because we have only used 2dFGRS galaxies for which a spectral
type is available our sample is limited to zmax = 0.15. To determine
the effective redshift of our sample it is necessary for us to determine
the weighted average of the galaxies used in each of our calcula-
tions. Doing so reveals that for all three of our samples zs = 0.11.
In a similar way we can calculate the weighted mean luminosity
of each of our samples, which are found to be as follows: com-
bined, Ls = 1.06L∗; passive, L s = 1.26L∗; active, L s = 0.95L∗;
where we have taken M∗ − 5 log10(h) = −19.66 (Norberg et al.
2002b).

Assuming linear dynamics and linear biasing, the redshift-
distortion parameter, β, for a given sample redshift and luminosity
can be written as

β(L , z) ≈ �0.6
m (z)

b(L , z)
. (26)

The evolution of the matter density parameter, �m(z) is straightfor-
ward to determine, assuming a given cosmological model,

�m(z) = �m(1 + z)3(H/H0)−2, (27)

where �m is the matter density at the present epoch and,(
H

H0

)2

= �m(1 + z)3 + (1 − �m − ��)(1 + z)2 + ��. (28)

The determination of the variation in the biasing parameter, b,
with redshift is much less straightforward. As shown in Section 3.3,
b can be defined as

b(z) = σ
NL,g
8 (z)

σ
NL,m
8 (z)

, (29)

where here we have added a redshift dependence, b(z), and labelled
the twoσ NL

8 s by the superscripts g and m to denote galaxies and mass,
respectively. As described by Lahav et al. (2002), there is now much
evidence to suggest that, whilst the matter fluctuations continue to
grow at low redshifts, the fluctuations in the galaxy distribution
are relatively constant between 0 < z < 0.5 (see, e.g., Shepherd
2001). If we assume that the matter fluctuations grow according to
the linear theory of perturbations then, σ

NL,m
8 (z) = σ

NL,m
8 (0)D(z),

where D(z) is the growing mode of fluctuations (Peebles 1980).
Whereas, σ

NL,g
8 (L , z) ≈ σ

NL,g
8 (L , 0). Therefore,

b(L , z) = b(L , 0)

D(z)
. (30)

The final step then is to correct the biasing parameter, b, for the
luminosity of our sample. Norberg et al. (2001) found from the
analysis of the galaxy correlation functions on scales <10 h−1 Mpc
that

b(L , 0)

b(L∗, 0)
= 0.85 + 0.15

(
L

L∗

)
. (31)

Assuming that this relation also holds in our quasi-linear regime of
8–20 h−1 Mpc, then allows us to determine β at redshift z = 0 and
luminosity L = L∗.2

Table 3 shows the results for β derived in the analysis presented
here, both before and after converting to redshift z = 0 and luminos-
ity L = L∗. Also shown are other results derived from the 2dFGRS
by previous authors. It can be seen that there is a remarkably good
agreement between all the results presented. We note that these re-
sults have been derived by applying linear corrections to a selection
of quasi-linear regimes, which may introduce systematic errors to
our results. This is a particular concern for the results of Verde et al.
(2002), which correspond to the smallest separation ranges used.

6 D I S C U S S I O N

We have derived a variety of different parametrizations for the 2dF-
GRS correlation function, ξ (σ , π ), for different spectral types. The
two types we have used can roughly be interpreted as dividing our
galaxy sample on the basis of their relative amount of current star for-
mation activity, and hence provide a useful insight into how galaxy

2 Note that in converting the linear bias parameter, b(L, 0), for each of our
spectral types to b(L∗, 0), we have explicitly assumed that each type of
galaxy displays the same variations in clustering with luminosity. This re-
sult has been verified by Norberg et al. (2002a), who calculated the clus-
tering amplitudes for different galaxy samples divided in spectral type and
luminosity.
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Table 3. Comparison between biasing results derived using the 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey by various authors. The results of Peacock et al. (2001) are derived
from the redshift-space distortions in the two-point correlation function. (Note that this galaxy sample was much deeper as galaxies without spectral types were
used.) Lahav et al. (2002) made their estimate of the bias through comparing the amplitude of fluctuations in both the 2dFGRS and the cosmic microwave
background. Verde et al. (2002) calculated the bi-spectrum of the 2dFGRS, which constrained the linear bias parameter, b, which we have converted to β by
assuming our concordance cosmological model of a flat Universe with �m = 0.3. Note that the results of Lahav et al. (2002) and Verde et al. (2002) are valid
over scales expressed in terms of wavenumber k rather than real-space distance. We have converted between the two by simply taking r ∼ 1/k.

Galaxy type Author Scales (h−1 Mpc) (zs, Ls/L∗) β(zs , Ls) β(0, L∗)

All – 8–20 (0.11, 1.06) 0.46 ± 0.10 0.44 ± 0.09
Passive – 8–20 (0.11, 1.26) 0.48 ± 0.14 0.47 ± 0.14
Active – 8–20 (0.11, 0.95) 0.49 ± 0.13 0.48 ± 0.13
All Hawkins et al. 8–20 (0.15, 1.4) 0.49 ± 0.09 0.47 ± 0.08
All Peacock et al. 8–25 (0.17, 1.9) 0.43 ± 0.07 0.45 ± 0.07
All Lahav et al. 7–50 (0.17, 1.9) 0.48 ± 0.06 0.50 ± 0.06
All Verde et al. 2–10 (0.17, 1.9) 0.56 ± 0.06 0.59 ± 0.06

formation may relate to the large-scale structure of the galaxy distri-
bution. The actual cut we have imposed is most naturally interpreted
in terms of the Scalo birth rate parameter, bScalo. This is defined to
be the ratio of the current star formation rate and the past averaged
star formation rate. Adopting this convention, our cut of η = −1.4
corresponds to dividing our sample into galaxies with bScalo = 0.1,
i.e. between galaxies for which the present star formation rate is
greater or less than 10 per cent of their past averaged rate.

6.1 Relative bias on small scales

On scales smaller than ∼8 h−1 Mpc the clustering of passive galaxies
is much stronger than that of the more actively star-forming galaxies.
This was demonstrated quantitatively by the real-space correlation
functions derived in Section 3.2, for which the passive galaxy sample
were fitted by a power law with larger scalelength, r 0 and steeper
γ . In addition it was shown that the values of σ NL

8 derived for each
of these samples were quite distinct, being σ NL

8 = 1.09 ± 0.08 for
the passive galaxies and σ NL

8 = 0.75 ± 0.09 for the actively star-
forming galaxies, implying an (integrated) relative bias between our
two types of

bpassive

bactive
= 1.45 ± 0.14, (32)

at the effective redshift and luminosity of our galaxy samples (see
Table 3). Note that this ratio quantifies the integrated relative bias
between scales of 0–8 h−1 Mpc.

Our correlation functions per type confirm that the slope of pas-
sive (early-type) galaxies is steeper than that of active (late-type)
galaxies, suggesting a scale-dependent bias to ∼10 h−1 Mpc. This
is also consistent with previous analyses based on dividing the sam-
ple in colour (e.g. Willmer et al. 1998; Zehavi et al. 2001) or mor-
phology (e.g. Hermit et al. 1996; Willmer et al. 1998) – both of
which have been shown to be well correlated to our spectral type.
On the other hand, the slope of the correlation functions derived for
different luminosity ranges show no significant variation (Norberg
et al. 2001, 2002a; Zehavi et al. 2001). These results call for the-
oretical explanations and they set important constraints on models
for galaxy formation.

6.2 Velocity dispersions

The velocity distributions of our two samples were found to be
distinct. The passive galaxy sample displayed a consistently larger
velocity dispersion, a, than the actively star-forming sample on all

scales, and in particular on separations of 8–20 h−1 Mpc were found
to be 612 ± 92 and 416 ± 76 km s−1, respectively. This result is
consistent with the observations of Dressler (1980), that a signif-
icant morphology–density relation exists – since a larger velocity
dispersion would tend to suggest a higher proportion of galaxies
occupying virialized (high-density) clusters.

6.3 Relative bias on large scales

The determination of the redshift-distortion parameter, β, was found
to be much less straightforward. The evidence from our analysis is
that β has only a relatively small dependence on the spectral type
of the galaxy sample under investigation. We found that on scales
of 8–20 h−1 Mpc, the two redshift distortion parameters were β =
0.48 ± 0.14 and 0.49 ± 0.13 for the passive and actively star-forming
galaxy samples, respectively, yielding a relative bias of only,

bpassive

bactive
= 1.02 ± 0.40. (33)

The overall redshift-distortion parameter, β, independent of spectral
type is found here to be 0.46 ± 0.10 (on scales of 8–20 h−1 Mpc),
at the mean redshift and luminosity of our sample. By making vari-
ous assumptions (Section 5) this result can be converted to redshift
z = 0 and L∗ luminosity, giving β(0) = 0.44 ± 0.09. This result is
almost identical to the β(0) = 0.47 ± 0.08 derived from the results
of Hawkins et al. (2003), using the entire 2dFGRS data set, over the
same separation range.

In the analyses presented in this paper two fundamental limits
were found to greatly inhibit our ability to accurately characterize the
relative and absolute biases on different scales. The first of these was
that on small scales – where the clustering of our two populations is
most distinct – the assumptions of our model of the galaxy clustering
were no longer accurate, and so we could not accurately determine β

or a on these scales. Our second limitation was found on large scales
(s ∼ 20 h−1 Mpc), where the galaxy correlation functions became
noisy and were no longer well parametrized by a power-law form.

The latter of these issues can be addressed to some degree simply
by a change of formalism to incorporate the power spectrum esti-
mations of each galaxy type or colour (Peacock 2003). Because this
characterization of the clustering is more sensitive to larger scales
of separations it would allow us to more rigorously test whether
the large-scale (s > 20 h−1 Mpc) clustering of these populations
are in fact distinct and also allow us to incorporate the possibility
of scale-dependent bias. The derived correlation functions per type
could also be used within the framework of halo occupation number
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to derive, for example, the mean number of galaxies of a given type
per halo (e.g. Magliochetti & Porciani 2003; van den Bosch, Yang
& Mo 2003; Zehavi et al. 2003).
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